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Questions
In order to answer this sessions questions you will need to use the Reverse Engineering 
Toolkit virtual machine along with the following tools:

• Acrobat Reader (you only need this if you plan to perform a behavioral analysis!)

• the python files pdfid.py and pdf-parser.py

• the PDF toolkit (ie. pdftk)

Using these tools, you are to analyze a suspect PDF1 document.

1. In the absence of contextual information (eg. was the PDF obtained using email? what 
level of english does the document sender appear to have? did the document originate 
from an unknown individual?), most malicious PDFs have:

• 1 page

• contain javascript code

• have automatic launch actions

Use the python script pdfid.py to determine if the PDF document contained in 
sample5.zip2 fits the above criteria and so should be further analyzed.

2. How is the javascript code contained within the PDF document? We may determine this 
as follows:

• use strings to search the PDF for javascript code - anything found here indicates that 
our attacker has probably not embedded all the javascript code within the PDF. 
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1 Note: you may find it useful to learn more about PDF file formats from:
http://hakin9.org/system/articles/attachment1s/7862/original/pdf_article.pdf?1249336858

http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-europe-08/Filiol/Presentation/bh-eu-08-filiol.pdf
You will need to part with a valid email address in order to access the first article!

2 Note: as always, the password to unzip sample5.zip is infected.

http://hakin9.org/system/articles/attachment1s/7862/original/pdf_article.pdf?1249336858
http://hakin9.org/system/articles/attachment1s/7862/original/pdf_article.pdf?1249336858
http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-europe-08/Filiol/Presentation/bh-eu-08-filiol.pdf
http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-europe-08/Filiol/Presentation/bh-eu-08-filiol.pdf


• if you can see no javascript code with strings, then:

- use the python script pdf-parser.py to locate3 the objects containing javascript code.

- use pdftk (the PDF toolkit) to generate a new uncompressed PDF as follows:

pdftk <malicious PDF> outfile <uncompressed PDF> uncompress

This new PDF can now be examined using the previous techniques.

3. In question 2, you have located some javascript code and extracted it using pdf-parser.py. 
In this question, you need to analyze this code further and determine what it is doing. 

First though, we need to note that:

• the javascript code extracted in question 2 references PDF object number 5 (an annota-
tion object)

• PDF object 5 references PDF object number 6 (a stream object)

• PDF object 6 (when filtered and dumped) is basically a list of hex characters (well it is if 
you substitute scc with %!).

Extract and decode this hex-encoded javascript code with (you’ll need to use SpiderMon-
key here):

document.write(unescape(unescape(“%25%30%41%25%30%41...”)));

Finally, work out what the actual javascript payload is doing. In particular:

a. what versions of Adobe Reader are targeted by this malicious PDF?

b. can you identify each of the PDF exploits that are targeted by this javascript?

c. can you extract and disassemble4 all the shellcode that this javascript uses?

Note: in order to do the above you will need to use the Samurai virtual machine and to 
ensure that you build and install Mozilla’s SpiderMonkey5 via:

tar -xzvf js-1.7.0-mod.tar.gz 
cd js/src

make -f Makefile.ref
sudo cp Linux_All_DBG.OBJ/js /usr/local/bin/
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3 Hint: use the object, raw and filter options to extract that raw contents of the javascript PDF 
object(s).

4 Hint: think about using objdump to disassemble your shellcode in the Samurai virtual ma-
chine.

5 Note: we’re actually using a patched version (credits to Didier Stevens) of SpiderMonkey 
here.


